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Rain, hail or shine, the REDARC team is on 
the road this winter spreading the word on 
the importance of looking after your vehicle’s 
electronics system and power supply.  If you 
are lucky enough to get out of the office this 
August to enjoy the festivities of the Variety 
Club Bash through the Outback, then make 
sure you check in with the MW4 vehicle 
(Mobile Workshop 4) which is driven by 

REDARC’s own Stuart Peddle.   

Win tickets to these shows by following Win tickets to these shows by following 
the links to our new Facebook page from the links to our new Facebook page from 
the REDARC website and click LIKE to go the REDARC website and click LIKE to go 
in the draw!in the draw!

Increased demand across Australia, New 
Zealand and the South Pacific sees REDARC 
undertaking a significant expansion at 
their production plant in Adelaide.  The 
expansion will enhance REDARC’s existing 
capabilities through the creation of a new 
environmentally-controlled ‘cleanroom’ 
for R&D and manufacturing.  In addition, a 
high-spec Electromagnetic Compatibility 
(EMC) testing facility will be built together 
with a significant investment in automated 
manufacturing equipment.
In line with the company’s environmental 
policy 150 solar panels will be roof-mounted 
together with the installation of a large 
underground rainwater storage system.
REDARC was successful in receiving grant 
funding for the expansion project from the 
South Australia Innovation and Investment 
Fund (SAIIF).  The fund assists industry 
development in South Australia by providing 
grants to innovative job creation projects to 
strengthen South Australia’s manufacturing 

and technology base.  
“Our automation area will double in 
capacity and we will gain more seats in our 
innovation area along with a new high roof 
warehouse”, commented Managing Director 
Anthony Kittel.  “Significant expenditure 
will occur in test equipment to ensure the 
product development process results in 
the manufacture of finished goods to the 
highest international standards including UL, 
CE and Ex.  We continue to strive to build our 
Australian designed and manufactured 

products to the highest quality and reliability 
standards.  
The strong feedback that I receive from 
our customers when out in the field is the 
importance to their business of fitting a  
product only once, and being able to rely on 
it across the harsh conditions that Australian 
roads can offer.  That is the commitment 
that we are proud to continue to make to 
our loyal customers and our new equipment 
and facilities will greatly enhance this.” Mr 
Kittel said

Manufacturing Skills Australia in their 
report dated March 2010 state that 
“women are underrepresented in the 
manufacturing and automotive industries 
in Australia.  In some sectors of 
manufacturing, women make up less than 
20% of employees.  In most manufacturing 
and automotive enterprises, women are 
employed in administration, staff canteens 
or as cleaners rather than in the core area 
of business”.  

The importance of women is well 
recognised by REDARC with key roles 
within the company including the 
Procurement & Supply, Quality, OHS&W, 
Marketing and Finance all filled by women.  
REDARC is also currently training women 
in manufacturing including traineeships in 

competitive manufacturing and OHS&W 
and electrotechnology apprenticeships.  

Women have a strong presence on the 
REDARC Management Team with four 
women and four men making up the 
team.   The most recent member of the 
management team being Meg Molenaar, 
Supply Chain & Procurement Manager, 
who joined REDARC in March 2011.  Meg 
has solid experience in Supply Chain 
Management with previous roles including 

Supply Planning Manager with SCA 
Hygiene Australasia and Group Supply 
Chain Manager, Hardy Wine Company.  
“Meg’s experience has strongly come to 
the fore as we deal with the continued 
shortage of electronic components as 
a result of the major impact on Japan’s 
semiconductor production due to the 
massive earthquake and tsunami earlier 
this year.” Managing Director Anthony 
Kittel said.

REDARC’s sales and technical support 
team regularly travels the vast continent 
of Australia visiting the auto-electrical 
trade and presenting at consumer shows 
to promote the advantages of optimising 
your vehicle’s electrical and power supply 
setup.

To assist customers in gaining a better 
understanding of how the REDARC range 
of products function in service, the sales 
team have just taken delivery of a fully 
equipped Adventure Offroad Camper 
Trailer to take on the road!

Besides looking the part, the camper trailer 
has been fitted with the complete range of 
offroad equipment to showcase working 
demonstrations of all the products.  The 

REDARC Battery Management System 
and a range of In-vehicle Battery Chargers 
has been installed and are a great way in 
which to demonstrate to customers how 
easy it can be to manage your power 
supply properly.  In addition, the camper 
has been fitted out with the luxuries of 
home including a high-definition TV and 
multimedia centre which are all run off the 
power of a REDARC Pure Sine Inverter.

From a bustling caravan and camping 
show in Victoria, to a bush camp in 
Outback SA – the REDARC 4WD and 
camper trailer travels all over Australia for 
trade shows, store openings and caravan 
& camping events.  

If REDARC can assist you by attending  
your next open day or trade function 
please do not hesitate to contact us on 
(08) 8322 4848.

Coming your way this August, September 
and October...

NSWNSW - 4WD & Adventure Show at the 
Eastern Creek dragway, 26-28th August

SA – SA – 2011 Variety Bash, 13-20th August 

VICVIC - National 4X4 Outdoors Show & 
Fishing & Boating Expo at the Melbourne 
Showgrounds, 2-4th September

VICVIC - Melbourne Leisurefest at Sandown 
Racecourse, 6-9th October

SASA - Adelaide 4WD & Adventure Show 
with the SA Boat & Fishing Show, 
Wayville Showgrounds, 21-23rd October

SASA - Adelaide Leisurefest at the West 
Beach Caravan Park, 22-23rd October

REDARC on the 
road...

Growth drives 
REDARC 
expansion

REDARC 
champions 
women in 
manufacturing

REDARC stands 
out from the 
crowd!

REDARC4x4 Expert Stuart Peddle and his fiancé Lisa at the Broken Hill 4x4 Extreme Show

Ladies in Red! L to R: Barbara Cromwell, Wendy Marden, Melissa Bickley, Charlotte Gelder, 
Meg Molenaar, Melanie Sorensen and Kirsten Fisher.

The Demo car and Trailer parked at a Keith truck stop
on a recent road-trip through the south east of South Australia.

Above: Work has started on the upgrade. Below: An architechtural rendering of what the 
upgraded factory will look like.
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It is well known that the Redarc BCDC In-Vehicle Battery Charger 
is the best solution to charge auxiliary battery banks to 100% 
state of charge while on the move. The BCDC will overcome 
voltage drop when the auxiliary or house batteries are a 
considerable distance from the charging source, and boosts low 
output voltages from ECU Controlled Temperature Compensating 
Alternators to your auxiliary battery. 

A number of vehicles on the market now have charging systems 
that are taking ECU controlled charging to a new level. Alternators 
that are part of the vehicle CAN Bus give vehicle manufacturers 
the ability to continuously adjust the output voltage while driving 
to suit the operating conditions at the time. We refer to these 
alternators as ECU Controlled Variable Voltage Alternators. 
Engine performance and fuel economy are the driving forces 
behind these developments by vehicle manufacturers. Electrical 
load and engine load are the main determining factors of the 
voltage level to which the alternator output will be regulated. 
Current sensing in the vehicle’s electrical system means that all 
additional electrical accessories must be grounded to the vehicle 
chassis or body, not to the main battery negative terminal, in 
order to be taken into account by the ECU. This type of alternator 
is even less capable of fully charging auxiliary batteries, and the 
use of the BCDC in these vehicles is imperative.

The BCDC utilises voltage sensing of the main battery to 
determine when to turn on and off (charge and isolate). These 
voltages are researched by REDARC and selected to suit a wide 
range of vehicles, and for this reason there is the need to have 
a range of BCDC’s to best suit all vehicle manufacturer charging 
system variations. The standard BCDC range will operate on 
voltage sensing alone in vehicles that the alternator voltage does 
not regulate lower than 12.7V at any time, such as standard 
Fixed Voltage Alternators and ECU Controlled Temperature 
Compensating Alternators. The wider range of BCDC variants 
are applied in vehicles fitted with ECU Controlled Variable Voltage 
Alternators. The turn on and off voltages are sensed at different 

levels along with an ignition input to the charger, ensuring 
that the BCDC will charge the auxiliary battery to 100% while 
effectively protecting the main battery from over-discharge. The 
BCDC In-Vehicle Battery Chargers are available in 6Amp, 20Amp 
and 40Amp outputs. These current output options ensure there is 
a BCDC for all load and battery charging requirements. This table 
helps identify the BCDC you require.

Fixed Voltage 
Alternator (min 
12.7V regulated)

Temperature 
Compensating 
Alternator (min 
12.7V regulated)

Variable Voltage 
Alternator (min 12V 
regulated)

BCDC1206 BCDC1206 BCDC1206

BCDC1220 BCDC1220 BCDC1220-IGN

BCDC1240 BCDC1240 BCDC1240-LV

The best way to determine your alternator’s characteristics is to 
go for a drive with a voltmeter on the main battery. Put the vehicle 
through varied driving conditions and record the minimum voltage 
found. Driving condition variations should include:

•   Engine temperature - both cold and operating

•   Vary engine load

•   Vary electrical load

It is important to ensure that the correct BCDC is selected and this 
should be based on your vehicle’s alternator type, the application, 
and the battery’s charging requirements. If you have any questions 
or require help choosing the right BCDC for your vehicle, please 
call our technical helpline to discuss on (08) 8322 4848.

Q. Why do I measure 4-5V on the EB or EBRH Q. Why do I measure 4-5V on the EB or EBRH 
trailer socket pin?trailer socket pin?

A.A. If you measure the output of the EB or EBRH 
on the trailer socket brake pin, with no electric 
brakes connected (that is, with no load), you 
should expect to see around 4-5V. This is caused 
by the green LED in the EB “looking for” a circuit 
to ground. If you measure it with the brake circuit 
complete, it should read 0V. The brake circuit 
can be completed by plugging in a trailer with 
correctly wired electric brakes. Alternatively (if 
the trailer is not available) you could connect a 
55W test lamp (filament type, not LED) to the 
trailer socket brake pin and you should measure 
0V.

Q. How can I test if my EB or EBRH is working Q. How can I test if my EB or EBRH is working 
properly without connecting my trailer?properly without connecting my trailer?

A.A. If you want to test an installed EB and you do 
not have a trailer with electric brakes available, 
you can connect a test lamp to the brake pin of 
the trailer socket. Ideally the test lamp should 
be at least 20 watts (a 55W headlamp bulb is 
better).

When you connect the test lamp, the LED on 
the EB should turn on GREEN. When you apply 
the vehicle brake, you should be able to vary the 

brightness of the test lamp from nothing to full 
brightness and the LED on the EB should vary 
from GREEN through YELLOW and ORANGE to 
RED, as you turn the knob on the EB from fully 
anti-clockwise to fully clockwise. If you press 
the manual button on the EB, the vehicle brake 
lights should come on and you should be able 
to vary the test lamp brightness and LED colour 
the same way.

Q. Why is the Green LED glowing on my EB or Q. Why is the Green LED glowing on my EB or 
EBRH when I don’t have a trailer connected?EBRH when I don’t have a trailer connected?

A.A. The green LED on the REDARC EB electric 
brake controller should only come on when there 
is a complete circuit to ground on the EB blue 
wire. This should normally be when a correctly 
wired trailer with electric brakes is plugged into 
the vehicle but it is also possible to get a green 
light if the blue wire from the EB is connected to 
the wrong place, e.g., directly to vehicle ground 
or to some other circuit such as trailer lights. 

The green light is a safety feature that warns 
you if there is not a complete electric brake 
circuit. If the green light does not come on, it 
could indicate, for example, that there could be 
a broken wire somewhere in the vehicle or the 
trailer or that the electric brakes may not be 
wired to the correct pin on the trailer socket or 
that the trailer does not have a good earth or 
even that the trailer plug has fallen out. In any 
case, if the green light does not come on, your 
electric brakes will not work properly and should 

be checked by a suitably qualified Automotive 
Electrician. 

When the vehicle brakes are applied, if the knob 
is set to minimum (fully anti-clockwise), the light 
should stay green, if set to halfway, it should go 
yellow or orange and if turned up to full (fully 
clockwise), it should go red.

Q. How do I wire my BMS Shunt?Q. How do I wire my BMS Shunt?

A.A. The negative cable from the vehicle should 
be connected at the common ground end of the 
shunt, not the battery negative terminal end of 
the shunt.  

This can be either direct to the common ground 
connection of the shunt OR via the trailer 
chassis. 

If you choose to double wire everything in your 
trailer with no chassis connections for your 
battery or any of your 12V trailer equipment, 
then the common ground end of the shunt 
would be the best point for all common negative 
connections, including the negative from the 
vehicle.

If fitted correctly, using the chassis as common 

earth results in less wiring voltage losses. 

As with any wiring, chassis connections must be 
sound, clean and protected from water and dirt 
ingress.

If this is done, your negative cable from your 
trailer plug can be connected to chassis close to 
your connector on the vehicle side.

Q. Should I use chassis earth or a negative wire?Q. Should I use chassis earth or a negative wire?

A.A. If properly done, using the chassis as common 
earth results in less wiring voltage losses. As 
with any wiring, chassis connections must be 
sound, clean and protected from water and dirt 
ingress.

If this is done, your negative cable from your 
trailer plug can be connected to chassis close to 
your connector on the vehicle side.

Alternatively, if you use “double wiring” you must 
also ensure that all joints are sound and clean 
and protected. All negatives must be brought 
back to a common point, usually at or near the 
plug from the towing vehicle.

Using the chassis as the common negative is 
almost universally used in automotive wiring 
and, when properly done, provides the best 
results in trailer/caravan wiring, unless it is 
impractical due to the materials or construction 
used.

To auxiliary
or house battery

negative post

To 
shunt +

To
shunt -

Wires must
be twisted

To common 
ground point

An In-vehicle Battery 
Charger for every 
occasion

Electric Brake 
Controller Tech Tips

Battery 
Management 
System Tech Tips

BMS Shunt wiring diagram.

The EBRH installed in a vehicle

EB and EBRH model 
brake controllers

Above: The typical setup for a BCDC1240-LV, featuring ignition control 
for ECU controlled Variable Voltage alternators.

Below: The BCDC1220-IGN typical setup.
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